[Pleomorphic lobular intraepithelial neoplasia: clinical, histological and prognostic study of nine cases].
Retrospective clinical, histological and prognostic study of nine cases of lobular intraepithelial neoplasia in its pleomorphic subtype (LIN-P). Analysis of our center database with selection of nine cases of LIN-P from 140 files of patients who underwent surgical excision with a final diagnosis of LIN (2000 to 2011). The medical files were reviewed with a re-analysis of the mammograms and the histological slides. The outcome of the patients was also analyzed according to their clinical and operative data. The average age at diagnosis was 63 years (later than common LIN [LIN-C]). All patients had mammograms classified ACR 4 and 5, mainly due to the presence of microcalcifications (seven cases) with a case of opacity associated with microcalcifications, and two other cases with only isolated opacities. The preoperative diagnosis of these lesions was difficult: five cases on nine core needle biopsies were reviewed and reclassified LIN-P after finding the presence of LIN-P on the surgical specimen. Associated invasive lesions were found in 55% of core needle biopsy and in 33% of cases of surgical resection specimen. The treatment included a wide surgical excision (five lumpectomies and four mastectomies with a patient who had two lumpectomies) with margins of more than 2mm: we noted a recurrence of LIN-P only in one case where margins were very close (1mm). The analysis of our cases confirms that LIN-P if they probably share the same origin as the LIN-C represent a particular form constituting a true precancerous condition warranting at least a wide surgical excision.